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Opposite: The Capital team (back row) Paul Timmins, Barney Cushman, Pete Gale, Martin Connolly, Robin Conway, (front row) Keith Davis, Jayne Timmins, Michele Conroy,
Chris Mills, Leila Farhangi-Farrell, Lisa Santos Hannan and Josh Bruty .

IN PROFILE: CAPITAL SOUND
Earlier this year, audio equipment supplier Capital Sound announced it had become a four brand
PA rental house, giving its customers a wider choice of pro audio technology for live event hire. TPi’s
Stew Hume visited the London HQ to talk about what put Capital Sound on the map and how its
multi-service business is truly moving forward in 2016...

As we all know, two live events are never the same. From production
preferences to the layout of the venue, the sector requires a level of
flexibility and expertise. Yet according to the team at Capital Sound,
one of the biggest things to remember is that “one size doesn’t fit all.”
With this in mind, the company recently made an investment in not one
but two more loudspeaker brands. With d&b audiotechnik and Outline
now sitting alongside Capital’s previous rental stock of Meyer Sound
and Martin Audio systems, the four-brand company now aims to provide
an extra dimension to its concert touring packages and build on a solid
reputation for its work within the festival and outdoor events market.
During a tour of Capital’s London warehouse, General Manager, Paul
Timmins, explained to TPi the justification for this latest investment. “With
all the things that are going on in the marketplace at the moment - from
mergers to acquisitions - we knew that we wanted to remain independent
and keep our identity. We discussed the best way to do that and, in our
opinion, having a greater deal of choice to offer productions is a good
way to do this. Historically, we have had a strong presence in the concert
touring market and we always want to make sure we have a complete range
of up-to-date products to cater for the latest demands.”
The decision to invest in an Outline GTO system and a d&b audiotechnik
J-Series specifically, was explained by Assistant General Manager and Head
of Marketing, Lisa Santos Hannan. She said: “A lot of the investments we
made came off the back of client preferences. For example, one reason
for going with the d&b system came from a request from Jess Glynne’s
production manager.” However, as well as demand for products, Timmins
explained that the staff also must believe in the inventory for it to move
forward. He continued: “It could be quite dangerous if you are buying for the
wrong reasons. Ultimately what will happen is that you will have a part of
the team that doesn’t want to work with a certain brand. You have to make
sure everyone is happy and understands that each brand has something
to offer our clients.” The decision to invest in an Outline GTO system came

after a demo day at London’s O2 Arena. “Our Managing Director Keith Davis,
Senior Project Manager Martin Connolly, Project Manager Robin Conway
and I all sat in the back row of the upper bowl to listen. The clarity and
sonic performance of the system blew us away. The d&b system is both
versatile and incredibly rider-friendly, which ensures we continue to keep
pace with the requirements of larger-scale tours. The new B22 subs are
one of three d&b sub options we purchased and, as d&b has released its
ArrayProcessing function with the D80 [a technique that can only be done
with this new amplification], it means we can now design systems with that
processing in mind.”
WINDING BACK THE CLOCKS
The company has come a long way since its creation in 1989, both in terms
of hire stock and the number of staff it employs. However, according to
Davis, the company has always stuck to its ethics. “Things will always
change so you have to adapt with the times, but I always consider Capital
Sound to be a family busines - despite the fact that none of my relatives
work here! We are an incredibly tight unit. There are no shareholders other
than myself, which means any profit can be put back into the company.”
Finding his route into the music industry in the Yorkshire nightclub
scene of the late ‘60s, the young Davis made the jump into audio rental
when one of the venues he worked at closed. He stated: “I started
approaching various businesses in the Yorkshire area about the idea of
investing in an audio hire company. At this time, bands were just beginning
to tour with their own sound systems so the timing was perfect. Eventually
I got a backer and started a company called PASE - Public Address Sound
Equipment.” After the successful expansion of that company, Davis moved
to London and started the new venture, Artist Concert Services, with the
then manager of Shakin’ Stevens, Freya Miller. Finally in 1985, alongside
John Tinline, Davis set up Capital Entertainment which, after the twobusiness partners parted ways, Davis rebranded as Capital Sound and
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Capital Sound specialises in both touring and festival audio solutions, such as the a-ha tour and Sziget Festival pictured above.

became the company we know today.
One of the long-standing employees is audio veteran Martin Connolly.
Working with bands such as Status Quo and AC/DC, Connolly was a
valuable member to bring on board. “Until I was bought on, Keith had
been running the whole operation on his own but because the business
had grown so much he really needed someone permanently in the office,”
said Connolly who became fully office-based in 1994. It was Connolly, who
eventually brought in Paul Timmins. Connolly continued: “Around the time
we started working with Paul we were bringing in younger staff with a good
sense of equipment knowledge who had come from the manufacturing
side of the industry. Once we bought the Martin Audio F2 system we had
not one but three systems to deal with. After bringing in new acts we knew
we needed to bring in some more enthusiastic techs to get stuck in.”
Officially taking his place at the Capital Sound table at the turn of the
millennium, Timmins talked through some of the highlights of that decade,
which he sited as a new era for the company. As well as the continued
investment in Martin Audio, the decade also ushered in another big
change for the company as it added Meyer Sound to its audio arsenal. He
explained: “This was the first time we brought in a second option. During
the early 2000’s the industry, especially production managers, were really
excited by line arrays because they were lighter and tidier. The reason
we settled on Meyer was not only because we thought it was a very good
option but having an American brand meant it opened up a new potential
client base.” Connolly continued: “Meyer was incredibly supportive of
moving American clients to companies elsewhere who had invested in their
products. At the time, the market was not flooded and there were very few
companies who stocked Meyer.”
The addition of Martin Audio’s MLA loudspeaker array meant that
Capital Sound was in high demand during festival season. Connolly
explained: “We got involved in the festival market at the right point. With
Martin Audio’s MLA and the reputation it has of reducing noise disturbance
in the surrounding areas, it meant that we were able to provide a good
solution for festivals and outdoor events.” Connolly explained the
reputation the company developed during this time continually led to more
work: “That is how we secured the BBC Proms because the Royal Parks
said to the BBC that they needed to bring us on board after we did such a
good job with British Summer Time (BST) in Hyde Park.” This year as well as
supplying audio packages for BST, Capital will also work on Secret Garden
Party and Wild Life Festival. The company also saw success in the touring
market, supplying audio solutions for artists such as The Killers, Josh
Groban and Stereophonics.
It should also be noted that during this time Capital Sound opened
up another branch of the company, Capital Productions. Having served
his time as a production manager for several years, Timmins took the
reins of that particular venture. One of the biggest clients this branch of
the company had was CSE (Combined Services Entertainment), which
saw Capital Productions providing services for acts who would entertain
the troops in both Afghanistan and Iraq. Despite some success, it was

decided that Capital Sound should re-focus its efforts as a dedicated sound
company. As Hannan put it: “Although the production side of the company
certainly gave us to a platform and brought in new clients, we decided we
wanted to concentrate on what we know, which is sound.”
AND NOW…
In 2016 Capital Sound offers an incredibly diverse range of audio
equipment. As well as supplying a whole range of digital and analogue
consoles (including DiGiCo, Midas, Avid and Yamaha), wireless solutions,
microphones, and now with the four different PA options, Timmins stated
that the company is in a really good position. “At the moment there is a
real ‘feel-good’ factor in the warehouse as we have so much to offer. All the
freelancers that work for us are more than happy to be put on any project
that comes in.”
Project Manager and Technical Head Robin Conway discussed his
experience of the product expansion: “There are no missing pieces
now. The investment from Keith has allowed us to align a lot of our
infrastructure. Before there were a lot of differing standards but now we
have been able to bring them altogether so that the key components in any
system are the same across the board. Our mains distribution packages,
drive rack packages and return packages are all standardised, making it
easier to manage stock. We do however want to offer people a customised
control package. We don’t offer off-the-shelf solutions for this element
because it is not what people are after. We rely heavily on freelancers to
build these systems and build them well. Our modular inventory allows us
to be custom but not customised. This industry thrives off that.”
Along with continuing its development in the rental sector, Capital
Sound has also developed its sales department of older rental products.
This part of the company was added in 2015 and in the past 18 months has
ramped up the department to see success in moving older equipment into
other territories such as Eastern Europe and South America.
STUDIO
Another side of the company’s expansion has been the development of its
rehearsal studio, SW19. Located next door the main Capital Sound building,
the studio has two rehearsal spaces complete with production offices and
kitchen facilities. Acts that have made use of the studio in recent times
include Tom Jones, The Script, Ed Sheeran and Leona Lewis.
Davis explained the decision to increase the services that Capital Sound
provided: “The studio came about because we were in need of more space.
At the time we were subletting spaces from other people, which wasn’t
ideal. For years I had the idea that if we had enough room we could open
a studio. All of a sudden the building next to us became available, I mean
how often does that happen?” The studio opened in 2013 after it had been
refurbished, and now as well as the two rehearsal spaces, several bands
use the building as a secure storage location for backline equipment. The
facility is overseen by Leila Farhangi-Farrell, Studio Manger.
Despite SW19 being very much part of the Capital Sound family it has
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One of the two studios in SW19, being used here by Bryan Ferry.

retained its own branding and identity. “The reason we didn’t call it Capital
Studios came down to a few reasons,” explained Davis. “There were a
couple of facilities out there with the same name, but we also didn’t want
to link too much with Capital Sound so that people wouldn’t think we were
looking to steal clients for tours! They are separate entities in that sense.”
As well as being hired out for tour rehearsals the studio has also been
used as a demo space and for training days. Timmins commented: “It’s
something that is vital. You have to give something back which in this case
is a bit of training on the latest products. It’s great to have a facility that we
can use during quieter periods.”
Conway added: “As with everything these days, our industry is very
much IT-driven. Our crews can’t just rock up and mix a show, they need to

have an extensive knowledge of various products and updates in order to
keep themselves employable and keep our systems up to date.”
FINAL THOUGHTS
With the latest investments it seems that 2016 really does mark the next
chapter for this London-based audio rental company. “I think we will just
get stronger,” concluded Davis. “We have no plans to be a global company,
instead we hope to consolidate where we are and continue to bring in
new jobs because the new investment in equipment means that we can
continue to work with new tours and events.”
TPi
www.capital-sound.co.uk

ONE SIZE DOESN'T FIT ALL
It’s a rule that applies equally
to microphones, consoles
and PA systems.*
Our extensive, world-class inventory features
the best equipment from a multitude of
leading manufacturers to offer perfect
solutions for live events of all shapes and sizes.
Even yours.
*and sunglasses

WHEN FREEDOM OF CHOICE
MEANS NO COMPROMISE
CAPITAL SOUND HIRE LTD | ABACUS HOUSE, 60 WEIR ROAD, LONDON SW19 8UG
+44 (0)20 8944 6777 | INFO@CAPITAL-SOUND.CO.UK | CAPITAL-SOUND.CO.UK
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